PROGRAMS

• B.A. - CINEMA
• B.S. - JOURNALISM
• B.A. - RADIO, TELEVISION & DIGITAL MEDIA

• MINOR IN VIDEO GAME DESIGN
CINEMA

- CINEMA
- CINEMA PRODUCTION
- CINEMA STUDIES
- SCREENWRITING
- DOCUMENTARY, EXPERIMENTAL, NARRATIVE, & ANIMATED FILM

MEDIA ARTS

- OTHER TECHNOLOGY-BASED INTERACTIVE ART
JOURNALISM
• ADVERTISING
• NEWS EDITORIAL
• PHOTOJOURNALISM
• SPORTS MEDIA
• JOURNALISM & MASS COMMUNICATION ONLINE
RADIO, TELEVISION & DIGITAL MEDIA

• DIGITAL MEDIA ARTS & ANIMATION
• ELECTRONIC JOURNALISM
• ELECTRONIC SPORTS MEDIA
• MEDIA INDUSTRIES
• RADIO/AUDIO PRODUCTION
• TELEVISION/VIDEO PRODUCTION
RESOURCES
TECHNOLOGY

• NEW MEDIA CENTER COMPUTER LABS
• JOURNALISM COMPUTER LAB
RESOURCES
EQUIPMENT

- MCMA EQUIPMENT CHECK-OUT
- PHOTOJOURNALISM CHECK-OUT
- PHOTO CAGE CHECK-OUT
RESOURCES

CAREER PREP

• INDIVIDUAL CAREER COUNSELING
• INTERNSHIP & ALUMNI CONNECTIONS
• CAREER DEVELOPMENT CENTER & STUDY ABROAD
RESOURCES
WSIU & ESPN+

• PROFESSIONAL GUIDANCE
• PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE
• LIVE TELEVISION & RADIO
MCMA STUDENT INVOLVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES

- FURTHER PRACTICAL TRAINING
- AWARD-WINNING RSOs
- NATIONAL NETWORKING OPPORTUNITIES
- PAID PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE
- LEADERSHIP OPPORTUNITIES

- ALT.NEWS 26:46
- BIG MUDDY FILM FESTIVAL
- DAILY EGYPTIAN NEWSPAPER
- DIGIDOG RECORDS
- ESPN+ AND SALUKI ATHLETICS
- MOVIE CAMERA MOVEMENT
- NATIONAL ADVERTISING FEDERATION
- NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF BLACK JOURNALISTS
- PHOTOGENESIS
- RIVER REGION EVENING EDITION
- SALUKI ADLAB
- SALUKI SPORTSVIEW
- WIDB – STUDENT RADIO STATION
- WRITERS’ ROOM

Learn More
LIVING LEARNING COMMUNITY

• KELLOG HALL
  • WEST CAMPUS ON BEAUTIFUL CAMPUS LAKE
  • CLOSE TO COMM. BUILDING & THE NEW MEDIA CENTER
  • OPPORTUNITIES TO COLLABORATE
  • EVENTS FOCUSED ON FUN AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Learn More